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First published January 18, 2023                                Just my opinion as usual, come to by easy internet research

I bet you can't guess.  No, I mean it.  Take a few minutes and try to come up with something fantastic.
Something on the level of my discovery Natalie Wood's mother was really Anastasia Romanov. 

If you can't come up with anything that amazing, that's OK.  I will start by reminding you of some
things you already know, and some things you may not.  As usual, Arnold is said to have come out of
nowhere, a poor boy from Graz, Austria, living at the gym since the age of 14.  Prominent people took
him under their wings for no given reason, gave him piles of steroids, and by age 20 he was Mr.
Universe.  That was allegedly his ticket to fame and fortune. . . because all poor muscle-heads from
Graz who can barely speak English become major movie stars, marry Kennedys, and serve as governor
of California.  Right?  Hello?  

But wait, gyms aren't free, so we already have a problem.  Poor boys are normally expected to work:
they aren't allowed to lift weights in the mirror six hours a day.  We are told his dad was chief of police
in a suburb of Graz, and his mother is pretty much hidden in the bios and genealogies.  We are told she
was Aurelia Jadrny, and so may have been of Czech extraction.  

Arnold also hid his father for a long time, but when he ran for governor of California, it finally came
out his dad was a Nazi.  In the current Wiki bio we are told he topped out at stabsfeldwebel* (first
sergeant), but we know that is a lie because there is picture of him on the internet:

http://mileswmathis.com/natwood.pdf


Gustav Gottfrind Schwarzenegger.  But those aren't the decs of a first sergeant.  He is not NCO, he is
commissioned, as we can tell by the shoulders.  This is the shoulder patch of a first sergeant:

Looks like he is a company officer, probably a captain or first lieutenant.  And since he is quite young,
he probably rose much higher.  He looks about 30 there, doesn't he?  But we have a problem again,
because we are told he joined the Stormtroopers in 1939, at age 32.  So he must have gotten promoted
very fast, which is strange for a police chief, who wouldn't have had any advanced education.  Then as
now, it is normally university that allows you to skip lower ranks. That or being a noble.  1939 also
seems quite late for him to be joining the SA, not only because the Nazis had been around for years, but
because, again, he was 32.  Why not join earlier in any case?  In other places we find he was in the
Austrian military much earlier, by 1930 at the latest, when he would have been about 22.  At any rate,
by 1945 he would have been 38, and should have been, oh, I don't know, a Lieutenant Colonel by then?



With a bit more research, we find that one of Arnold's parents.  Must be around the time of their
wedding, in 1945, and he is in uniform.  Is that a police chief's uniform?  I don't know.  But I think not.
According to my research, the Austrian army used six-pointed stars like that to signify generals, so he
may be a major general.  Also note that she is wearing a large fur.  

To get us off that, we are told he was discharged for malaria in 1943 (his own Wiki page says 1944,
contradicting his son's page).  Unfortunately for them, they admit on Gustav's page that after being
discharged he didn't return to police work, instead becoming a postal inspector.  Which contradicts his
uniform above, which is definitely not postal.  Postal inspectors don't wear two general stars on their
collars, and didn't in Graz in 1945.  

That's another photo posted as Gustav Schwarzenegger at Geneanet, though it doesn't look like him.
Looks more like Arnold.  Possibly it is his grandfather Karl, but at any rate the rank patches on the
collar have been erased or blown out, so we can't see his rank.  



I also found this one tagged as Gustav Schwarzenegger, and we get a match on the two stars.  But
again, it doesn't look like the uniform of a postal inspector.  Identifying that large leaf cluster on his
chest in both pics would help.  

But none of that “sensational” research on Arnold's father in 2003 is worth a damn anyway, because it
was done by Jewish scholars.  You would think they would be keen to dig out every morsel of dirt, but
as it turns out they weren't.  Why?  Because, as we soon discover in our own research, Arnold is
Jewish.  I will show you proof of that in moment, but for now it explains why Arnold's past remained
buried even after this explosive research supposedly got done.  

Remember, the Simon Wiesenthal Center researched this question at Arnold's request.  What?  So who
paid for it?  Arnold did.  Do you really think it was independent or objective?  What event involving
these people ever has been independent or objective in the history of the world?  If you don't believe
me, here is the exact wording from USAToday:

The Simon Wiesenthal  Center,  which in 1990 investigated Gustav Schwarzenegger's wartime
past  at  his  son's  request,  plans  to  conduct  new research before  the  Oct.  7  California  recall
election to establish what the father's unit did, said Rabbi Marvin Hier.

Whatever it finds out, "We will give it to Arnold, then to the public," Hier told The Associated
Press in a telephone interview from the center's Los Angeles headquarters." Whatever the record
shows, so may it show. Should that record have any bearing on Arnold Schwarzenegger himself?
In my opinion, absolutely not."

Are you awake?  Rabbi Hier suddenly sounds very forgiving, doesn't he?  Because, well, the Jews don't
take the Holocaust very seriously, as we know.  And good to see they will pass it by Arnold first, so he
can lose whatever doesn't fit his narrative and say the dog ate it.  

That article also admits that Arnold gave the Wiesenthal Center $750,000 in cash and raised many
more millions for them.  But of course it wasn't hush money.  

https://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/politicselections/2003-08-24-arnold-father_x.htm


Also remember that although Arnold was supposed to be very embarrassed by his father's Nazi years,
he continued to wear Nazi regalia long after that, even while governor and on the cover of major
magazines:

As you see, Arnold was so ashamed he instructed the TIME photographer to be sure to get his Nazi belt
buckle on the cover.



If you are still reeling, try this: Forward magazine, which is of course Jewish, ran this headline in
2020:

On his 73rd birthday, Arnold Schwarzenegger's Secret Jewish History  

Are you with us yet?  There you will find this: “Arnold's mentors were all Jews”.  His first friends and
coaches at the gym were the Gerstls, Jewish resistance fighters during the war.  This Karl Gerstl,
Arnold's lifting buddy, later became President of the Upper House of the Austrian Parliament.  That's
like head of the US Senate.  Schwarzenegger was Gerstl's best man.  Do you think that guy and his
family didn't know the Schwarzeneggers were Nazis?  The history of the town's chief of police was
unknown to local Jews?  

Schwarzenegger moved to Venice Beach at age 21, where he all but moved in with the Golds of Gold's
gym, who are of course Jewish.  Joe Weider also all but adopted Arnold, since Weider owned all the
muscle magazines like Flex, Muscle & Fitness, and others.  Weider was also Jewish, and it was his
promotion that made Arnold the biggest thing in bodybuilding ever.  But again, why Arnold?  What did
Arnold have that all the other guys didn't?  You are supposed to think it was just a pretty face and
balanced figure, but it wasn't.  He was promoted because he was family.  Ranking family. 

This was also Arnold's path into Hollywood: John Milius, Jewish, is the one who wrote Conan the
Barbarian around him.  He wasn't chosen for the part from a casting call, the movie was written
specifically to showcase him.  It was an Arnold vehicle.  Why?  Because he was born special.  As you
will see if you haven't figured it out already. 

The writer at Forward wants you to think Arnold just turned 180 degrees from his father, due to a kind
heart or learning from history, but that isn't what happened, as we see from the Nazi belt buckle.
Arnold never turned a degree, and is still what he was at birth.  A scion.   

As usual, it is Ethnicelebs that gives up the farm here. They often have dirt everyone else has scrubbed,
since they think all Gentiles are morons.  They admit Arnold isn't really a Schwarzenegger, since his
paternal grandfather took his mother's name.  So according to them Arnold is really Arnold Mach.  His
great-grandfather was Wenzel Mach.  We have seen that name before.  Marilyn vos Savant is really a
Mach, and she is the great-granddaughter of famous physicist Ernst Mach.  Ernst Mach was also a
Wenzel.  Wenzel comes from Wenceslaus, a royal name from the Jagiellon lines of Poland and before
that the Premyslid lines of Bohemia.  It leads forward to the Habsburgs.  Wikipedia hides his mother,
and that is because she was a Lanhaus, daughter of a Merkl.  Yes, Angela Merkl is also Jewish.  All
famous people are.  Mach married a Marussig, again Jewish.  His son married a von Renauld, proving
my point again, since she is both noble and Jewish.  

https://forward.com/culture/451703/on-his-73rd-birthday-arnold-schwarzeneggers-secret-jewish-history/
https://forward.com/culture/451703/on-his-73rd-birthday-arnold-schwarzeneggers-secret-jewish-history/


That is to remind you what Marilyn looked like.  Marilyn vos Savant's mother is also Jewish, also
being a Micca, and Marilyn married the Jewish Robert Koffler Jarvik.  He is also a Dunst and a
Herskovitz.  Geneanet tells us Marilyn's father was a truck driver, the usual joke.  Wiki tells a different
joke, assuring us she grew up in her father's general store.  In the next paragraph they contradict that,
by saying she dropped out of Washington University to help with the family investment business.  A
general store specializing in stocks, bonds, and hedgefunds, I guess. 

So you see why the Jews think they are chosen.  In fact they are, because they always choose
themselves for every part.  You don't have a look-in.  All the try-outs are rigged in their favor.  If you
are a Gentile who has ever tried out for anything major, you probably know this.  Or maybe you don't,
because you didn't even realize the winner was Jewish.  

Even in the Schwarzenegger line Arnold isn't a Schwarzenegger, since they changed that, too.  It was
originally Schwarzebegger, so the etymology we are sold is false.  It isn't someone from Schwarzeneg.
At Geneanet**, we discover the Schwarzebeggers are also Hirscheggers and Baslers, confirming my
thesis here once again.         

But Arnold isn't just a Mach.  He is also a Tascher.  Wenzel Mach's mother-in-law was Maria Tascher.
That's Arnold's 2g-grandmother.  You have also seen that before in my papers, very prominently.  Do
you remember where?  I will give you a hint.  Napoleon.  His wife was Josephine. . . Tascher.  The



Taschers were more billionaire Jews who ran sugar and slaves in the West Indies.  Maria Tascher
named her daughter Kunigunde, which means?  Fighter for her clan, or queen.  Like Konige.  It is an
old royal name in that area of Moravia and Bohemia, again indicating Arnold did not come from
nowhere. 

If we keep digging, we find mystery around the Mach name as well.  That line also dead-ends very
quickly, although other lines go back centuries.  Wenzel Mach is the end of the line.  Which means
both the Schwarzenegger and Mach lines look scrubbed or fudged.  Indicating something very big is
being hidden.  

Which reminds us Arnold's middle name is Alois.  I won't say too much here, because I don't want to
spoil your surprise, but like Kunigunde, Alois is a name from noble lines.  It tells us a lot about Arnold.
It is so telling that even Ethnicelebs is careful to scrub it from his genealogy.  They don't tell you where
he got that name, because it would be too much information.  

So wait, you will say, you are telling me Arnold was BOTH Jewish and Nazi?  How does that work?
Isn't that a contradiction?  If you are asking that, it means you are getting here late to the party.  You
aren't keeping up.  You need to read my paper on Hitler's genealogy, where I show all the top Nazis,
including Hitler, Eichmann, Goebbels, Hess, and Himmler, were Jewish, from noble lines, with
connections to Princes and Rockefellers.  Plus, there we saw that Alois was Hitler's brother's name.
Also his father's name.  Alois Hitler Sr. and Jr.  

This reminds us that Arnold's brother Meinhard died young, but not before he had a son whom he
named. . . Patrick.  That's a weird name for an Austrian, isn't it?  Was Meinhard's wife English?  No,
she was Erika Knapp.  So where did that name Patrick come from?  Well, Alois Hitler, Jr., had a son
named William Patrick Hitler, later William Patrick Stuart-Houston.  So it was a family name, coming
from the lines of the mother, Bridget Dowling, from the Stuart and Houston lines.  And I remind you,
Arnold's own son is named Patrick.

And we find yet more clues. Arnold's parents weren't married in Graz.  They were married in Murzsteg,
about halfway between Graz and Linz.  That is interesting because of course that is where the famous
Murzsteg Hunting Lodge is, owned for centuries by the Habsburgs.  It is where the Murzsteg
Agreement before WWI was penned, concerning Macedonian reforms.  After WWII the lodge became
a summer residence of the President of Austria.  This indicates Arnold's mother Aurelia was not from
the vicinity of Graz, like his father.  Plus, of course Aurelia is an old noble Roman name, meaning it is
Phoenician.  See the Aurelian dynasty among the Roman Emperors.  She has a page at findagrave,
where we find her father August, another noble Roman name, but no mother.  August Jadrny was
buried in Friedhof Oberlaa in Vienna, which again is a very old cemetery that not just anyone gets
buried in.  A cemetery has existed there since 1267.  Think of Pere Lachaise in Paris: they don't bury
everyone who dies in Paris there.  You have to be a bigwig.   So this tells me we are dealing with
nobles here, who already had family crypts there.  August's parents are both buried at Friedhof
Ottakring, which was founded in 1230.  So the same thing applies there.  In the 20 th century you had to
be someone to be buried there. 

https://vergewiki.com/aurelia-jadrny-schwarzenegger#:~:text=Aurelia,%20a%20war%20widow,%20married%20a%20local%20police,marital%20bliss%20until%20the%20death%20of%20her%20spouse.
http://mileswmathis.com/hiller.pdf


And yet more clues: at Geneanet, where we found the Schwarzebeggers were also Hirscheggers, we
also find they were  Heiders  .  Kunighunde Hirschegger's mother is Rosina Heider.  That links us to
Hitler once again, since we found in the Pollack line he was a Haider, at the same time Arnold is a
Heider.  We know these old spellings aren't firm, even when no one is fudging them on purpose, so
Heider and Haider may be the same.      

So let's return to Hitler's lines and look at some pictures you may not have seen.  
 

https://gw.geneanet.org/peter781?lang=en&pz=peter&nz=bachelier&p=kunighunde&n=hirschegger
https://gw.geneanet.org/peter781?lang=en&pz=peter&nz=bachelier&p=kunighunde&n=hirschegger
https://gw.geneanet.org/peter781?lang=en&pz=peter&nz=bachelier&p=kunighunde&n=hirschegger


That's William Patrick Stuart-Houston and his father Alois Hitler, Jr.  So, Hitler's nephew and brother.
William later went by Willy but earlier he went by Patrick.  But Hitler had another nephew, the second
son of Alois named Heinrich (Heinz).  That would be Patrick's brother.  Here is what we are supposed
to think he looked like:

The story is he was captured by Russians in 1942 and died in prison in Moscow at age 21.  Not very
believable, considering he was the Fuhrer's nephew.  He should have been a huge bargaining chip.  We
are told that 

Hitler approved of an offer to exchange Yakov Dzhugashvili (Stalin's son) through the Swedish Red

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yakov_Dzhugashvili


Cross for Heinz, but Stalin, still enraged that Yakov surrendered, rejected it.

If you believe that, you will believe anything. Stalin allegedly left his son to die in a German
concentration camp.  The things they expect us to believe.  They also expect us to believe Heinz
Hitler's body was never found, and was not returned to the Germans either immediately or after the
war.  Right, because the Russians just threw the body of Hitler's nephew into a river or fed it to the
dogs.

And we have another problem.  In that last photo, Heinz has blond eyebrows, as you see.  We are
supposed to believe he was some sort of blond Aryan, I guess.  So you may wish to compare him to his
brother and father above, as well as everyone else in his family.  They were all very dark.  None were
blond.  Maybe he got it from his mother's side?  

Nope.  So that picture of Heinz is fake.  It is mistagged.  It is someone else.  Which means they faked
the death of Heinz Hitler, and he lived on.  Which means he could have had children, and probably did.
Are you with me?  He was not blond, he was dark.  

That photo is also posted online as being Heinz Hitler.  But it doesn't match the one above.  It isn't the
same person.  That is easy to see, since in this second one he has a much shorter face, a more delicate
nose, prettier lips, and different ears.  No way this boy of 15 grew into that man of 19.  We have caught

https://aventurasnahistoria.uol.com.br/noticias/reportagem/insana-trajetoria-de-heinz-hitler-o-sobrinho-preferido-do-fuhrer.phtml


them borrowing photos and mistagging them for centuries.  They are still doing it now, as we saw in
the Sandy Hook case, where the mainstream admitted photos of one of the dead children had been
borrowed off the internet and mistagged.  The mother of the live child caught them and went to the
press with it.  See Lily Gaubert, mistagged as fake Sandy Hook victim Allison Wyatt.  

All the Sandy Hook evidence is slowly being scrubbed from the internet, but my brain hasn't yet been
scrubbed.  

That last link to Heinz Hitler reminds us he was already involved in negotiations for prisoners swaps
before he was captured himself—which is of course suspicious.  Although only a junior officer, Heinz
was present at various High Command deliberations, including these meetings on prisoner swaps.  So
the fact he himself soon became a prisoner supposedly involved in the biggest proposed swap of the
war is extremely on-the-nose.  We are also reminded there that Heinz negotiated for a swap for his own
cousin, Leo Raubal, which Stalin also refused.  But since Raubal lived to 1977, we know the Russians
didn't kill him.  He was also Hitler's nephew, so why would the Russians kill and eat Heinz but not
Leo?  

Raubal also gives us more names to pick apart.  Leo was the son of Hitler's sister Angela, who later
married a Hammitzsch.  Hammitzsch and Raubal being two more Jewish names.   Leo's sister Elfriede
lived until 1993, and she married Ernest Hochegger, who was also a Fuchs through his mother.  The
Raubals were also Pichlers.  Leo married Anna Radler, also Jewish.

This is also worth knowing here: Angela Hitler's second husband Martin Hammitzsch was Director of
Building Construction in Dresden.  He allegedly died a few months after the firebombing, but I still
consider it another curious “coincidence” that Hitler's brother-in-law was in control of construction in
Dresden.  As you see, he could have been in charge of faking the damage there.  

So, just for fun, let's do a side by side comparison of Alois Hitler and Arnold's father:

http://mileswmathis.com/dresden.pdf


Do you see what I see?  Gustav Schwarzenegger looks a lot like Hitler's brother Alois.  Note the slope
of the eyebrows especially, and also the face shape, the hairline, the ears, and the chin.  In fact, the eyes
are so identical it is spooky.  I can now tell you it is that picture of Gustav that got me into this.  As
soon as I saw his eyes I knew I had seen them before.  Gustav has his father's eyes exactly.  

Let's give them the same haircut and mustache:



Hitler's nephew is named Patrick and so are Arnold's nephew and son.  Arnold's middle name is Alois.
They all come from the same part of northeast Austria (Styria).  They have the same names in their
genealogies and are both Jewish in most lines.  Arnold is Jewish but likes to wear Nazi regalia.  He
funds the Simon Wiesenthal Center while wearing Nazi belt buckles.  What could it all mean?

   

*Gustav's page at Wiki says stabsfeldwebel, Arnold's page says hauptfeldwebel, which they admit isn't even a
rank.
**See Peter Bachelier's page on him, not Tim Dowling's.    


